DeSpecNet: a CNN-based method for speckle reduction in retinal optical coherence tomography images.
Speckle is a major quality degrading factor in optical coherence tomography (OCT) images. In this work we propose a new deep learning network for speckle reduction in retinal OCT images, termed DeSpecNet. Unlike traditional algorithms, the model can learn from training data instead of manually selecting parameters such as noise level. The proposed deep convolutional neural network (CNN) applies strategies including residual learning, shortcut connection, batch normalization and leaky rectified linear units to achieve good despeckling performance. Application of the proposed method to the OCT images shows great improvement in both visual quality and quantitative indices. The proposed method provides good generalization ability for different types of retinal OCT images. It outperforms state-of-the-art methods in suppressing speckles and revealing subtle features while preserving edges.